COMMANDCENTRAL JAIL
JAIL & INMATE MANGEMENT
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FOSTER SAFE, SUCCESSFUL
REHABILITATION
When you’re managing inmates and worried about keeping your officers, inmates and the public safe, the last thing on your mind should be if your
jail and corrections management software can keep up with the times. This can pose a challenge if your team is overworked and understaffed and
your jails are overcrowded, leaving your officers to take on multiple jobs and potentially putting the safety of them and inmates at risk.
CommandCentral Jail helps you simplify and streamline the complicated offender intake process while also improving inmate and officer safety with
automation, alerting and increased awareness of jail and inmate activity. Your team can also gain confidence during inmate releases with the ability
to intelligently track sentencing and verify inmates’ identities using biometric data. CommandCentral Jail provides an officer-oriented experience
that helps your team be successful across all job responsibilities and is built to integrate widely with other systems you use - all while remaining
completely secure.
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GRID C – INTERIOR 5 -COLUMN SAMPLE

STREAMLINE OFFENDER INTAKE
With inmates constantly moving in and out of the facility, efficiency has to be one of the top priorities at
any jail. By quickly booking offenders and getting them into housing, you not only create a safer environment
but you also get officers back on the streets and your team fulfilling more of their other daily management
activities. CommandCentral Jail is designed to reduce the time it takes to successfully receive an offender
and get them behind bars.
AUTOMATED PRE-BOOKING

INTAKE INTEGRATIONS

Many jails have to complete the booking process by re-capturing
data that was already collected in the field on the arrest report,
creating a redundant and frustrating process for personnel. With
CommandCentral Jail, this information is automatically prepopulated into the system before prompting your officers for any
further details, saving valuable time on the intake process and
ensuring data integrity.

Your jail may rely on a variety of different systems during the intake
process, including a system for capturing inmate photos, another
for evidence collection and even one for fingerprinting. Seamlessly
integrate all of your third-party systems with CommandCentral
Jail to automatically make them an essential part of your booking
checklist and expedite the overall vintake process.

CONFIGURABLE BOOKING CHECKLIST
The offender intake process can be tedious and it’s easy for your
officers to become overwhelmed, especially when the jail gets busy.
Configure the booking checklist to meet your jail’s individual needs
and guide your team to book offenders quickly and efficiently, saving
time and energy during peak busy times.
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Supporting Modules: LiveScan Fingerprinting, Imaging

DYNAMIC ASSESSMENTS
Getting prisoners into the right jail housing and under the right
supervision is critical to maintaining order and control. Utilize guided
assessments to assist your officers in determining the correct living
arrangements for each offender and their supervision requirements.

IMPROVE JAIL SAFETY
A lack of data can directly impact awareness for your jail personnel, potentially putting them in dangerous
situations and your jail at risk of lawsuits if something were to happen. CommandCentral Jail provides the
safest environment for both your officers and the inmates you’re responsible for with access to the information
your officers need, when they need it as well as tools designed to help proactively improve situational
awareness.
COMPREHENSIVE
INMATE PROFILE

DAILY EVENT
MANAGEMENT

TRACKING &
MONITORING

INCIDENT LOGGING &
DISCIPLINE

Your officers are constantly
interacting with dozens of
inmates every day and need
to be kept up-to-date on each
offender’s activities. Easily
review an inmate’s record with
the comprehensive inmate
profile, which includes any flags,
medical details and requests so
you can be better aware of an
inmate’s current status.

Your team is tasked with
a variety of different
responsibilities each day that
help ensure the jail is running
smoothly and inmates are cared
for. Simplify your inmate and
corrections management by
organizing tasks and flagging
information that is pertinent for
each officer and their assigned
duties.

Maintaining a record of inmate
status and movement is critical
for a jail’s success but can be
a frustrating task to document
manually. Utilizing barcode
scanners to automatically track
inmate movement and activity
lets your officers focus on
more pressing tasks, and ‘keep
separate’ alerts notify your team
of any potential conflicts.

Supporting Modules: Inmate
Requests, Commissary
Management

Supporting Module: Inmate Work
Assignments

Supporting Module: Cell Check

Whenever there is an incident
within the jail, it needs to be
documented so that appropriate
action can be taken to remedy
the situation. Easily record and
track violations and disciplinary
actions by logging events
directly into CommandCentral
Jail. You can then apply the
necessary sanctions and assign
flags to each offender, which
is immediately added to their
inmate profile.
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Supporting Module: Disciplinary
Actions

RELEASE INMATES
CONFIDENTLY
Keeping track of each inmate’s personal history and sentencing
information can be daunting. With an overflooded criminal justice
system, sentences can often become complex. Without a solution
capable of accommodating this new reality, the public could be put at
risk. CommandCentral Jail helps you ensure inmates have served their
complete sentence and are ready for re-entry into the community.
INTELLIGENT SENTENCING
Dealing with overcrowding and creative sentences like ‘over the weekend’, ‘nights’, or ‘x
amount of days’ can be hard for your team to track. With intelligent sentencing, you can
accurately track and account for each inmate’s time served, including those with unique
sentences.

RELEASE CHECKLIST
It is critical that your team follow the release process for an inmate completely to ensure your
jail has accurate records and is abiding by court orders. Just like with booking, a configurable
release checklist helps your team successfully complete every item in your process upon
releasing an inmate.

BIOMETRIC VERIFICATION
Ensuring the right person is being released is crucial to keeping your officers and the
community safe. Inmates with similar features, offenders whose appearances have changed
since the time of intake or even the possibility of swapped wristbands can cause complications
for your jail during the release process. Confirm an inmate’s identity with absolute certainty
using biometric verification, which validates that an offender’s fingerprints match those
originally taken upon booking.

EXTERNAL INFORMATION SHARING
With the influx of offenders coming and going, your jail contains a wealth of information on
criminals. Unfortunately, that information doesn’t always make its way to other agencies for
cross-department sharing. With CommandCentral Jail’s corrections management software,
you can easily grant access to offender data to your partner agencies for use in instances such
as investigations or field searches.
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WHY CHOOSE
COMMANDCENTRAL JAIL?
OFFICER ORIENTED

BUILT TO INTEGRATE

COMPLETE SYSTEM SECURITY

Traditionally, jail and corrections
management systems have been designed
to provide the necessary information and
tools based on the location of your officers
and specific jobs. But today, many officers
have to work across the jail from intake to
booking to housing and release. That’s why
CommandCentral Jail provides a cohesive
experience that can be configured to your
officers’ needs so they have access to
the information they need from anywhere
they are, such as viewing an inmate’s
profile or being alerted to any ‘keep
separate’ messages. This helps them make
more informed decisions, become more
efficient at their jobs and maintain greater
awareness that can save an inmate’s - or
even their own - life. Provide your officers
with a more intuitive way to receive the
information and access to the tools they
need with CommandCentral Jail.

CommandCentral Jail is focused on making
your jail successful by giving your officers
the information they need within a single
workflow. Use CommandCentral Jail to
extract and pre-populate arrest information
into an offender’s booking form from your
own records management system (RMS)
or even other agency’s systems, reducing
duplicate data entry and significantly
speeding up the intake process. Integrating
your other jail technologies helps to keep
your officers focused on their jobs rather
than updating records between disparate
platforms. When an inmate is being
released, the same RMS integrations that
helped share information to speed up the
intake process can be leveraged to provide
your partner agencies with valuable details
on that former inmate as well as provide
better awareness and insight for your
officers going forward.

Safeguard your sensitive jail data with
comprehensive security while still allowing
your agency to meet state and FBI Criminal
Justice Information Service (CJIS) security
requirements. CommandCentral Jail employs
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), the
modern standard for data encryption, to help
protect your sensitive data as it is shared
over public networks. All access to and
protection of your information is controlled
by parameters you set. Audit logging helps
your administrators determine whether or
not a user is accessing and utilizing the
system outside of its intended uses and can
also help you ensure data entry standards
are being followed and where additional
training might be needed. Control who has
access to what data with partitioning and
detailed permissions, even in multi-agency
deployments.
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We build software for mission-critical environments where every second matters. By unifying data and streamlining workflows from call to case
closure, our CommandCentral software suite puts your information to better use, improves safety for critical personnel and restores your focus on
the communities you serve. Backed by a trusted, 90-year veteran with proven public safety leadership, our suite is transforming the public safety
experience with a focus on evolution, not revolution, in order to help you digitally transform your operation.

For more information about CommandCentral
Jail, visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/jail
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